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Athough I’ve been on the autism road for ten years, I still remember where you are now like
it was yesterday. The sense of overwhelm, despair, grief and confusion. Overnight my 
world shifted and suddenly I was learning a new vocabulary, reading new books, 
researching until I had exhausted myself. 

And I felt completely alone. 

As time went on, I found others just like me who were feeling the same things and 
speaking the same language. And being able to share experiences and advice made 
this whole autism thing bearable. 

I am fortunate now to be surrounded by a large group of beautiful, like-minded people 
who have walked the same road you’re just starting out on. We have put together some 
advice we wish we’d known at the beginning of our journeys and we hope that sharing 
some snippets of wisdom we’ve learned over the years will make your path just that little 
bit easier. 

I wish you every success on your journey. And remember, once you’ve learned how to read
 the map. Holland is a beautiful place full of beautiful people. *

* refers to the poem Welcome to Holland which you’ll fnd included at the back of this guide)



You are going to need to learn to trust your instincts. YOU are the expert on your child. If a 
“professional” tells you to do something that doesn’t feel right, don’t ignore that feeling. 
Even if a “professional” tells you things like changing diets and correcting biochemical 
imbalances isn’t scientifcally proven, if it feels right to you then you need to try it (by the 
way that is baloney .. there is science and it does work). You will need to stand your 
ground and step up to be your child’s voice. 

And fnally, most importantly, look after yourself. You will hear “it’s a marathon, not a sprint” 
and that’s true. You’re in this for the long haul. Your child needs you to be well and strong. 
Your health and sanity is the foundation upon which your child’s healing can begin. (Kris)

Don’t compare yourself to others. On the autism journey there are a 
thousand different outcomes. Run your own race and don’t drive yourself mad 
by second guessing yourself when you see what others are doing. 

I  have this quote hanging up in my bedroom and often look at it to remind me that I 
am not a failure as a parent. Even though I’ve been doing this autism parenting 
journey for 15 odd years now I still feel I know nothing some days. (Tricia)



it’s a special world of parenting, embrace your child’s personsonality, protect, 
support and advocate for them and their future x (Lynda)

Initially I hated the diagnosis, then I tried everything to “fx” it. Somewhere along the journey 
I accepted it. Embrace the ability!!! (Maxine)

Love your little person for who they are not what you thought they’d be (Kristy)

Dont listen to the “experts” that there is no scientifc evidence that diet and 
supplements don’t work! (Sue)

Understand that they have a unique way of interpreting their world and who are we to 
assume that our way is best. Look at it from their perspective once in a while and you learn 
something new. Love them for who they are and not their behaviours. They need your love 
and support. (Naomi)



Every child is different and we all experience different emotions. It’s okay to cry and grieve - 
that’s normal. When you come out the other side you will appreciate the smaller things 
eg something as simple as your child learning to laugh - it brought tears to my eyes. 
These moments others don’t seem to appreciate or take for granted. Hold your head high and
 continue to value those positive moments. (Jess)

Love their uniqueness and don’t apologise to others for them, or feel like you owe 
random strangers an explanation. If they take offense...it’s their problem. (Tina)

Hear what the medical profession say but don’t listen to it with your heart. Find 
inspirational stories about others with an ASD, and educate yourself as much as 
possible. Our children have amazing potential just like all children. To love 
unconditionally with no expectations is the greatest thing I have learnt, just for the pure 
simple joy of loving and to be loved, individually and just as we are. Xo (Sarah) 

You don’t need to reinvent the wheel. There are lots of people out there who have gone 
before. Ask questions if you are struggling with something. Someone out there will have a 
solution that you can adapt to your own child’s needs.

Look after yourself. You are the linchpin holding everything together for your kids. It is an 
impossible job if you are rundown and exhausted. (Susan) 



It’s ok NOT to think Autism is awesome.

I felt like such a failure because I really didn’t like ASD, I wished my daughter an easier path 
in life and for our family to have a happier, calmer time together. In short I was very upset 
for my daughter and our family. To make matters worse I kept reading on posts and 
blogs that other parents thought it was great and wouldn’t want their kids to be 
neuro-typical because having ASD kids is so much better. Which made me feel terrible that 
I hadn’t reached that level of acceptance and appreciation of ASD quirks and gifts.

So I would tell a parent of a newly diagnosed (or commencing on the diagnosis path) 
child that it is ok if you have negative feelings about it and to wish things were different. But 
I would also tell them to be patient because the day WILL come when they will appreciate 
the ASD side of their child and even fnd it amusing and often adorable. Be patient with 
yourself, keep learning and love your child. (Angela)

You're not a failure as a parent, you’re learning skills that a lot of other parents wont ever 
experience and you’re also developing an unbreakable bond. These kids are different but 
so talented and it is challenging but when you overcome the hurdle there is no better
 feeling.  Every autistic child I have met never fails to amaze me in what are their 
strengths. Never ever be ashamed of a child with special needs. Be strong and proud 
about what they do achieve and never apologise for them!! (Caroline)

My advice is that a diagnosis doesn’t change anything about your child. They are still the
 child you had before the diagnosis its just now you have a target to direct your attention 
towards to attack whatever stopping your child’s light shine.

Take care of yourself and don’t beat yourself up for not knowing about diet and 
alternative therapies earlier. (HH)



An ASD diagnosis is beyond overwhelming and you will question every part of your being, as to 
why, why us, why them? You will cry for a week, blame every aspect of your parenting and 
personality, both pre and post pregnancy and you will not think that it is ever going to be better 
than that horrible moment when the paediatrician says “Autism”

It does get better, great better, you can recover your child.... the diagnosis will longer defne ... 
normal quirky can be your life and here is how you can start the process of change and wellness.

•  Cry,  throw,  spit  and  seethe,  at  a  pillow,  a  therapist  or  a  wonderful  strong  understanding 
friend...not one who judges or has an agenda, the one, who at 3am,you can ring and they will wake 
up and be there.

• Anger is good. A specialist telling you that your child will not understand friendship or 
bullying will get you so mad ,that being a bystander in this diagnosis will never be an 
option. Anger can motivate you to read and Google and read and Google until you 
understood everything that makes sense to you about the diagnosis and what you feel is right for 
your family

•  Ask  questions  of  everyone,  friends,  schools,  teachers,  therapists  and  doctors.  Ask  until  you 
understand,  ask until  you have the right  answer  for  your  child.  And don’t  think the frst 
therapist you meet is the only therapist.. Match the personalities of your child with the 
therapist. I have found that trust, comfort and confdence builds quickly, often in the frst session 
by having the right person on your team.

• Make a daily appointment for you with quiet time and deep breathing... quiet time can be sitting in 
the  car  in  the  childcare  car  park.  It  doesn’t  need  to  be  crossed  legged  in  a  yoga  class  with  incense 
burning.  Truly  very  nice  ,but  often  not  humanly  possible  when  running  from  one  medical 
appointment to another . A relaxed and renewed mum or dad is a super hero mum or dad, 
able to juggle activities, appointments and behaviours with ease 

• Write a plan of everything you can do and achieve to help with the diagnosis. You can control 
better sleep for your children, you can control hyper stimulation, you can control the quality of 
friendships around you and you can control the diet...

•  The diet...  I  believe food is medicine or poison depending on what you choose to eat for your 
body type and stress points. You might believe this too

• Hang out with like-minded people, there are lots of support groups on social media and through
 the relevant  offcial  Autism/  Asperger’s  organisations in  your  state/country.  Just  know that,  like 
fnding a therapist, it might be a try before you buy situation when fnding the right group, We all 
started  this  journey  at  some  point  with  an  overwhelming  diagnosis  of  a  loved  one,  so  the 
knowledge a community brings with its depth and years of experience is invaluable.

• Be you and trust you and trust the process . 

blessings Jackie x http://jackieisles.com/



Emily Perl Kingsley.
c1987 by Emily Perl Kingsley. All rights reserved

When you’re going to have a baby, it’s like planning a fabulous vacation trip - to Italy. 
You buy a bunch of guide books and make your wonderful plans. The Coliseum. 
The Michelangelo David. The gondolas in Venice. You may learn some handy 
phrases in Italian. It’s all very exciting.

After months of eager anticipation, the day fnally arrives. You pack your bags and off 
you go. Several hours later, the plane lands. The stewardess comes in and says, 
“Welcome to Holland.”

“Holland?!?” you say. “What do you mean Holland?? I signed up for Italy! I’m supposed
 to be in Italy. All my life I’ve dreamed of going to Italy.”

But there’s been a change in the fight plan. They’ve landed in Holland and there you must stay.

The important thing is that they haven’t taken you to a horrible, disgusting, flthy 
place, full of pestilence, famine and disease. It’s just a different place.

So you must go out and buy new guide books. And you must learn a whole new language. 
And you will meet a whole new group of people you would never have met.

It’s just a different place. It’s slower-paced than Italy, less fashy than Italy. But after 
you’ve been there for a while and you catch your breath, you look around.... and you 
begin to notice that Holland has windmills....and Holland has tulips. Holland even has 
Rembrandts.

But everyone you know is busy coming and going from Italy... and they’re all 
bragging about what a wonderful time they had there. And for the rest of your life, 
you will say “Yes, that’s where I was supposed to go. That’s what I had planned.”

And the pain of that will never, ever, ever, ever go away... because the 
loss of that dream is a very very signifcant loss.

But... if you spend your life mourning the fact that you didn’t get to Italy, you may 
never be free to enjoy the very special, the very lovely things ... about Holland.

WELCOME TO HOLLAND

I am often asked to describe the experience of raising a child with a disability - to try to
help people who have not shared that unique experience to understand it, to imagine 
how it would feel. It’s like this......


